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About This Game

Strap your helmet on and step into the life-like practice facility of Quarterback Snap, an exhilarating football passing game for
HTC Vive. Test your skills as a quarterback in training by racing against the clock to land as many passes as you can in the

hands of your receivers.

You have 90 seconds to grab as many balls as you can, and using that golden arm of yours, send them flying through one of your
six changing receiver targets. Coach Mike will be tracking your stats, so just like one of the greats, you’ll need relentless speed

and precision if you want to make it to the top of the Quarterback Hall of Fame.

River Studios has designed this game to combine the joy of throwing a football in real life with all the fun of an arcade shooting
gallery. Perfect your technique with a few pointers from your Coach before running against the clock. Hit a hot streak and stack

up big point bonuses by keeping your fireballs on target. Compete for the number one QB score at home, with friends and
globally across Steam.
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Features:

Life-like training facility, coaching staff and fully spatialized audio provide an unbelievably immersive experience.

Start with 90 seconds on the clock. Time is against you. Move quickly and efficiently to score in this fast paced sprint
for stardom. Don’t let the pressure get to you though, too many missed passes and you’ll be ridin’ bench in no time.

Keep your head on a swivel to catch passing opportunities from any one of your six receivers. Hit your targets as soon as
they pop up for extra points. These guys can’t stay open for long!

A list of passing stats after every round help you track your progress and compare how you measure up against your
personal best.

Check the three leaderboards (Local, Global & Steam friends) early and often to keep track of your competition. Are
you a big fish in a small pond, or a true Hall of Famer?

Hit a few targets without missing? Well you’re hot now! Throw fireballs to keep the streak alive as long as you can!
Accuracy is rewarded.

Throw an epic round? Well then grab a pen and sign your name in VR for the Hall of Fame.

Pick up a few tips from your coach in the Tutorial mode, or spend a little time perfecting your pass in Training before
putting it on the line in Competition.

Quarterback SNAP is the first HTC Vive game to feature a real 3D character captured with 8i technology.
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พ่อไม่เคยเหลียวแล ส่วนแม่ซึ่งเป็นที่พึ่งเพียงหนึ่งเดียวก็คิดจะทิ้งเธอไป
ตอนนั้นเอง ปิศาจในร่างแมวดำมาปรากฏตัวตรงหน้า พร้อมทั้งเวทมนต์รักษาโรคให้
โดยมีเงื่อนไขว่าเธอต้องกลายเป็น ‘แม่มด’ เอเลนผู้ตกอยู่ในความสิ้นหวัง
จึงยื่นมือตอบรับคำชวนของปิศาจ ...และเปิดม่านแห่งโศกนาฏกรรมขึ้น

  ...Majo..Ellen.... What the hell. Newsgrounds games are better.. I say 9\/10

Looks good and is a very functional train

Information:
Max speed: 75 mph
Cars: 4 or 8. Good relaxing game, it has issues with save points and exit. This game, like many other difficult platformers, made
me angry that I was still playing. However, the sound and level design is good (except for certain water levels).. Yo, this game
look solid, im look forword to playing the compleat game. As some one who loves the format of boring man (another spasman
game) this looks great and im exited for solo as well as the multiplayer modes. The one downside is the chaotic nature of the
combat that is hard to control, its not hard to get used to but im sure du spaz will do something to cut down on the negitive parts
of the chous.. It's good, but not as good as say, Barbarian Invasion. In custom battles there's a staggering four factions to choose
from, and nobody ever plays the multiplayer. At least it's pretty cheap
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GAME HAS NO STORY 1/10. Its a game about math. Not my thing exactly but nonetheless a good game.. A simple and
repetitive puzzle game. Nothing groundbreaking here, and it's only fun for like 5-10 minutes.

At least the design is quite nice.. Fun game, well done for an indie game. Good graphics and sound, fun to play and quite
challenging.Those llamas are driving me craaazy. This isn't a game, it's a demo. I'm sure the dev team could add more, but it
looks like they have given up.. Good sim, no flaw i can really talk about. Similar but slightly differnt to Patracian and Port
Royal. This is more fun than Pat.. The most expressive polys I've ever seen.

I recommend play with headphones.. Alea Jacta Est (hence AJE) simulates Roman-era warfare at a strategic level, and it is
probably the best one on Steam.
As any good strategy game, AJE is a game of informations, and its brilliance shines the most in how these informations are
acquired: unlike other "arcade" games (e.g. Rome Total War 1\/2) the map does not show true data, but just a patchwork of
rumors, whose reliabililty depends on factors under the player's control (e.g. own army composition, scouting), factors out of
control (e.g. subordinates' skill, or lack of it), and enemy's actions.
The game reward thinking and planning: re-routing a marching army is not a trivial task (and rightly so), and plainly wrong
assumptions about enemy's intentions could lead to catastrophic consequences (again, just think to Scipius and Hannibal at the
Rhone's crossing).
Under this regard, the 30days long turns are indeed helpful to make the game more credible, and to add a bit of thrill.
Another very nice touch is that pitched battles are not always a necessity (Sun Tzu could not agree more...) and their effective
impact on the course of the campaign is for the most a consequence of the campaign strategic plan: again, it is a game of
strategy, not of tactics, and subordinates' defeats are just one among factors which must be taken into account when planning
the moves (a note about battles: these may happens if armies\/fleets enter the same region, but this fact alone does not guarantee
that a pitched battle will happen. Armies' rules of engage, army composition and evasion values, commanders' skills define the
chance for a bloody encounter. Since the turn covers 30 days, there may be more encounters, until one side lose its ability to
fight or the field commander call the retreat).
It goes without saying that supply chains, fatigue, units' cohesion, experience, weather, terrain, etc...are simulated and have a
major impact on the campaign's outcome: an army or fleet can literally "melt" even before meeting the enemy, and even the best
veterans need to rest and winter in suitable quarters.
Compared to military aspects, diplomacy, country management and home politics are quite stylized (also because the game is
not a sand-box, and developers evidently chose to "force" up to a certain extent the historical accuracy) but blend well.
The choice to follow quite closely history on the one hand opens interesting "what if" options, but on the other gives a good
advantage to those knowing the events (which I suppose are the vast majority of such games' purchasers): this is true especially
when playing as Rome's enemies.
In-game tutorial covers just the basics, but there is also a well-detailed manual, so I would not complain here: if there is a
manual, it is supposed to be read.

As for the technical aspects, the game features nice graphics (nothing too fancy, but makes the map very easy to read, and this is
by far more important than seeing a lot of tiny legionaries and hoplites swinging swords and spears...) and decent score (nothing
to be thrilled of, and a bit repetitive on long scenarios); turn processing is a bit slow on low-end computers, even if I play AJE
even on a rudimental Celeron N2840 powered, 2GHz RAM netbook.
On the bright side, the game is remarkably stable on Win10
Overall AJE (and its expansions) is a great game, which could make the player lose track of time (even if there is a clock in the
interface, just in case :) ) and capable of huge satisfactions
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